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Abstract      To examine the amplification of the effects of low-frequency electric fields due to the 

junction between the cells, the amplitude of transmembrane potential PTMP0, the time-averaged normal 

stress σn and the outward force density σout on the shell phase, and the squared intensity Iee of electric 

fields in the inner and the outer phases induced by uniform external ac fields were calculated with the 

boundary-element method for doublet-shaped cell models consisting of two spheres of the same size 

connected by the junction; the results were compared with those in a spherical model. When the 

external fields were parallel to the long axis of the doublet-shaped models, PTMP0, σn and σout at the 

pole were greater than those in the spherical model, and σout and Iee at the junction increased with the 

decrease in the junction-radius. The external fields perpendicular to the long axis caused Iee greater 

than that at the center of the spherical model and negative σout, at the junction. The amplification of 

PTMP0, σn, σout and Iee took place within restricted frequency-regions that could be specified by the 

characteristic frequencies for the frequency-dependence of the polarization factor of the models.  
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1. Introduction 

     Investigations of possible health effects of non-ionizing electromagnetic fields below 300 GHz 

have been carried out over 40 years [1-6]. These investigations have built the consensus that the major 

causes of the physiological effects of ac electric fields and those induced by ac magnetic fields are 

compulsory activation of voltage-sensitive channels by the induced transmembrane potential (TMP) 

below 100 kHz, and heating by the Joule heat above 100 kHz [1-6]. In addition, radical pairs and 

magnetite crystals are considered to be the targets of magnetic fields to provide the physiological 

effects [4-6]. Although these effects are established from physical and chemical viewpoints, and are 

obvious at high field-intensities, controversy still continues about the effects of low-intensity 

environmental fields even with respect to reproducibility of experiments, as pointed out in the 

comprehensive reports [1-6], reviews [7, 8] and recent original articles [9, 10]. This situation is 

attributable to lack of unified experimental protocols, and of established mechanisms to amplify the 

basic mechanisms to overcome inherent thermal noise [5, 6]. Amplification of TMP at the end of cell 

assemblies connected by the gap junction [11-14] seems to be accepted. However, other amplification 

mechanisms, such as the amplification of the effects of electric fields in chemical reactions within the 

cell membranes [15] and in neural networks [16], and that of the effects of magnetic fields in 

microvilli [17], are considered to need further examinations. Validity of the mechanisms of the 

field-effects and their amplification is expected to be evaluated from the frequency-dependence of the 

field-effects, as illustrated by several examples described below. Experiments by changing the 

field-frequency, and comparison between the experimental results and theoretical considerations 

provided decisive information about the mechanisms of the effects of the ac electric fields [18, 19]. 

The amplification of TMP in the cell assemblies takes place at low frequencies whose high thresholds 

are dependent on the length of the assemblies and the impedance of the gap-junction [11-14]. In 

addition, many of the field-effects are reported to take place within restricted frequency-ranges, which 

are called "windows" with respect to frequency [2, 7, 20, 21].  

     From electrical viewpoints, biological cell suspensions are characterized by their 

inhomogeneous structure consisting of conductive cytoplasm and outer medium, and the thin 

insulating cell membrane surrounding the cytoplasm [22-24]. When cell models of spherical, 
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spheroidal or ellipsoidal shapes placed in uniform low-frequency electric fields are used, analytical 

relations are available for the field-effects, such as the fields in the cells modified by the 

inhomogeneous structure [23, 25, 26], TMP [22, 23, 27, 28], and the Maxwell stress tensor (MST) at 

membrane-surfaces [29-31]. However, numerical methods are required in cases of the cells of 

non-ellipsoidal shapes [32-35] and non-uniform external fields [36-38]. 

     In a previous study, we simulated the distribution of the scalar potential in budding and fission 

yeasts numerically under the assumption of the quasi-static condition for the ac electric fields [39]. 

This study indicated that the intensity of the electric field was quite amplified in the vicinity of the 

junction dependently on the frequency and the direction of the external fields; similar results were 

obtained in the cell assemblies connected by the gap junction [40]. From these results we expected that 

TMP and MST were also amplified dependently on the frequency and the direction of the fields in 

these cells. In the present study, we examined the amplification of the field-effects in doublet-shaped 

cell models relevant to budding yeasts in cell separation. These models consisted of two spheres of the 

same size connected by a junction, and were subjected to the calculations of the frequency-dependence 

of polarization factor (the Clausius-Mossotti factor) β using the boundary-element method (BEM) in a 

previous study [41]. In the present study, BEM was extended to calculations of TMP and MST at the 

shell-phase. The MST was, next, modified into mechanical forces on the shell-phase, i.e. the total 

normal stress and the outward force density that would cause, respectively, compression and outward 

movement of the shell-phase. In addition, the electric fields in the inner and the outer phases in the 

vicinity of the junction were calculated to examine their squared intensities, because these relate to 

production of the Joule heat and their non-uniform distribution yields dielectrophoresis [42]. These 

calculations were carried out systematically by changing the direction of the external fields (parallel 

and perpendicular to the long axis of the models), their frequency, the radius of the junction, and the 

conductivity of the outer phase. The results for the field-effects were compared with the 

frequency-dependence of β of the models [41] to examine whether the amplification of the 

field-effects could be predicted from the frequency-dependence of. β. 
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2. Methods 

2.1. Cell model 

     Fig. 1 shows the doublet-shaped cell model. This consists of two spheres 1.5 μm in radius Rm 

representing the mother and the daughter cells centered at (0, 0, 1.1Rm) and (0, 0, −1.1Rm) on z-axis, 

respectively. These spheres are connected by a junction of radius Rj represented by a ring torus. Effects 

of Rj were examined from the calculations for three models of different Rj: model-RDj01 (Rj/Rm = 0.1), 

-RDj02 (Rj/Rm = 0.2), and -RDj04 (Rj/Rm = 0.4). The models are surrounded by a shell-phase 7 nm in 

thickness T. The following values were used for the relative permittivities of the inner phase εi, the 

outer phase εa, and the shell-phase εs: εi = εa = 80, and εs = 5.5. The electrical conductivities of the 

inner phase κi and the shell-phase κs were made to be S/m and 0, respectively. To examine the 

effects of κ

1103 −×

a, the calculations were carried out under the following three conditions of κa: κa/κi = , 

κ

310−

a/κi = 1, and κa/κi = 102. In the BEM calculations, surface of the models was discretized into 5088 

isoparametric elements each of which consisted of three nodes. Linear shape functions were used in 

the elements. As the reference, calculations were carried out based on the analytical relations for the 

potential distribution for a spherical cell model [43] corresponding to a single mother cell whose 

center was placed at the origin of the coordinate system. 

HERE FIG. 1  

 

 

2.2. BEM calculation  

     Under the quasi-static conditions, spatial distributions of the scalar potential and the electric 

field are represented by complex quantities that contain the information about the amplitude and the 

phase-factor dependent on position. As did in the previous study [41], BEM calculations were carried 

out to solve Laplace's equation  to obtain the total complex potential ψ that was the sum of 

the external and the induced complex scalar potentials, taking account of explicit expressions for the 

external potential due to the external electric fields, morphology of the cell models, and the complex 

02 =∇ ψ
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permittivities of the constituent phases defined by a relation ε* = ε + κ /(iωε0) with the relative 

permittivity ε, the conductivity κ, imaginary unit i, angular frequency ω represented as ω = 2πf in 

terms of the frequency f, and the permittivity of vacuum ε0. In the present study, effects of the 

field-directions were examined using uniform external fields parallel to the long axis (z-axis) of the 

models and those parallel to x-axis, which were, respectively, represented as  and 

, where e

ze000 −=φ

xe000 −=φ 00 is the field intensity. 

     The BEM calculations provided the values of ψ and the normal components of ψ∇  in the 

outer phase at the surface of the shell-phase for the nodes of the discretized cell models. These 

quantities at other surfaces can be obtained with the following relations: 
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In these relations, i, s, and a in subscripts and superscripts denote the inner, the shell, and the outer 

phases, respectively. The p and q shown in the form of  and  represents, respectively, ψ 

and  in phase-A at the boundary between phase-A and -B, where  is the unit vector 
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normal to the boundary directed from phase-A to -B, A and B in subscripts and superscripts being 

representative of i, a, and s denoting the inner, the outer, and the shell-phases, respectively. Since 

, . Eqs. (5) and (6) were derived under the assumption that AB
BEM

BA
BEM nn −= AB

A
BA
B qq −= ψ∇  in the 

shell-phase was independent of the depth from the surface and that  because the 

thickness T of the shell-phase was uniform and small.  

sa
BEM

si
BEM nn −=

 

 

2.3. Calculation of TMP  

     Since TMP is the difference in the potential between the inner and the outer surfaces of the 

shell-phase, the complex TMP, pTMP, is derived from Eqs. (5) as  
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*
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Amplitude of TMP represented as PTMP0 is given by ( ) 2/1

TMPTMPTMP0 ppP =  using pTMP and its 

complex conjugate TMPp . 

 

 

2.4. Calculation of MST  

     According to the formulation for MST in inhomogeneous systems [44, 45], calculations of MST 

at the inner and the outer surfaces of the shell-phase require normal and tangential components of the 

complex electric fields at the surfaces, represented as  and , respectively, where A 

→B in superscripts denotes the quantities in phase-A at the surface of phase-B, and  is the 

normal unit vector directed from phase-B to -A. These were evaluated for each element as follows: 

BA
MST

BA
n

→→ ne BA
t

→e

BA
MST

→n

     Since the linear shape functions are used in the present study, the position vector r(ele), and 

 and  at positions in each of the elements are represented by the following relations: AB(ele)
Ap AB(ele)

Aq
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where u and v are variables that varies from 0 to 1, and superscripts (1), (2) and (3) represent the 

parameter-values at the three apexes of the elements. The r(1), r(2) and r(3) were decided at the stage of 

data preparations. Values of )1AB(
Ap , )2AB(

Ap , )3AB(
Ap , )1AB(

Aq , )2AB(
Aq  and )3AB(

Aq  were obtained 

from BEM calculations and Eqs. (1)-(6). Using Eqs. (8)-(10), ,  and  were 

calculated for each of the elements with a method described in Appendix A.      
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     The MST  that flows from phase-A to -B through the boundary between them is 
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the tangential components of the momentum contained in . Their time-averages, 
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where εA is the relative permittivity of phase-A, and  BA
n

→e  and BA
t

→e  are the complex conjugates 
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of   and , respectively. BA
n

→e BA
t

→e

     Since the time-averaged normal stresses at the inner and the outer surfaces of the shell-phase are 

si
nn

→T + is
nn

→T  and as
nn

→T + sa
nn

→T , respectively, the time-averaged total normal stress σn on the 

shell-phase is given as  
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where  is the unit normal vector at the surface directed from the inner phase to the outer phase. 

The shell-phase is compressed when σ

ai→n

n > 0, and is expanded when σn < 0. Since T is small, the flow of 

MST into the shell-phase through its cross section is negligibly smaller than those through its surfaces. 

Hence, the force to move the shell-phase in the direction normal to the element is approximately 

provided by sa
nn

→T + si
nn

→T . The time-averaged force density (intensity of the force for unit area) 

directed outward, σout, is represented as  

 

 ( ) aisi
nn

sa
nnout

→→→ ⋅+= nTTσ .  (15) 

 

 

2.5. Calculation of electric field  

     The BEM calculations of the electric fields can be carried out with the relations that have the 

same form as those for the potential and contain the gradient of the Green function, instead of the 

Green function [46, 47]. In the present study, we derived the relations of this type from those for ψ 

[48] and evaluated the complex electric fields e in the inner and the outer phases, using the values of p 

and q at the surfaces of the shell-phase described in section 2.2. From e and its complex conjugatee , 

we obtained the squared intensity of the induced field, Iee, given as ee ⋅=eeI . 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Frequency-dependence of polarization factor 

     In the previous study [41], we examined the frequency-dependence of the polarization factor β 

of the doublet-shaped models. This study revealed that the frequency-dependence of the component of 

β parallel to the long axis, βz, was represented by a summation of three relaxation-terms, zLRD 

(specified by the characteristic frequency ), zMRD ( ) and zHRD ( ) in order of 

increasing frequency. On the other hand, the frequency-dependence of  the component perpendicular 

to the long axis, β

zLRD
cf zMRD

cf
zHRD

cf

h, was represented with two relaxation-terms, hLRD ( ) and hHRD ( ) at 

lower and higher frequencies, respectively. The behavior of β

hLRD
cf hHRD

cf

h was almost the same as that of the 

spherical models represented with LCS ( ) and HCS ( ) at lower and higher frequencies, 

respectively, independently of directions. The increase in κ

LCS
cf HCS

cf

a and κi caused the increase in two of the 

three characteristic frequencies related to βz, the two characteristic frequencies for βh, and those for the 

spherical models. The remaining characteristic frequency for βz was lower than that dependent on κi, 

and decreased with the decrease in Rj. Hence, under the condition that κa/κi << 1, κa affected , 

 and , where , R

zLRD
cf

hLRD
cf LCS

cf LCS
c

hLRD
c

zLRD
c fff ≈≈ j did , and κzMRD

cf i did ,  and 

, where . With the increase in κ

zHRD
cf hHRD

cf

HCS
cf HCS

c
hHRD

c
zHRD

c fff ≈≈ a, ,  and  shifted 

to higher frequencies. When κ

zLRD
cf hLRD

cf LCS
cf

a/κi = 1, , 

where  was dependent on R

HCS
c

hHRD
c

zHRD
c

LCS
c

hLRD
c

zMRD
c

zLRD
c fffffff ≈≈≈≈≈<

zLRD
cf j. Under the condition that κa/κi >> 1, Rj affected , κzLRD

cf i did 

, and , where , and κzMRD
cf hLRD

cf LCS
cf LCS

c
hLRD

c
zMRD

c fff ≈≈ i did , and , 

where . 

zHRD
cf hHRD

cf HCS
cf

HCS
c

hHRD
c

zHRD
c fff ≈≈

     In the present study, the field-effects were calculated at various positions in the cell models as 

the function of the frequency under the various conditions of the field-direction, κa and Rj. The three 

κa/κi-values used in the present study, κa/κi = 10−3, κa/κi = 1 and κa/κi = 102, correspond to the 
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conditions κa/κi << 1, κa/κi = 1 and κa/κi >> 1, respectively. The Rj was changed to examine whether Rj 

would cause the same effects on frequency-dependence of the field-effects as those on β. Preliminary 

calculations showed that marked amplification of PTMP0, σn, and σout was found at the following 

positions in the shell phase: at the pole (0, 0, 2.1Rm), and in the middle of junction on x-axis (Rj, 0, 0) 

and that on y-axis (0, Rj, 0). Amplification of Iee in the vicinity of the junction was examined in the 

inner-phase at the center of the junction (0, 0, 0), and in the outer-phase beside the junction on x-axis 

at (0.45Rm, 0, 0) and on y-axis at (0, 0.45Rm, 0). When the external fields were parallel to z-axis, 

amplitudes of the field-effects were independent of the direction in xy-plane due to the axially 

symmetric shape of the models. 

 

 

3.2. Field-effects induced by external field parallel to z-axis under the condition κa/κi = 10−3   

     This section describes the field-effects under the conditions that the external field was parallel to 

z-axis and κa/κi = 10−3, because all of the field-effects were amplified under this condition.  

     The PTMP0 and σn at the pole were almost independent of Rj; frequency-dependence of these 

parameters in model-RDj01 are shown in Fig. 2, which also shows PTMP0 and σn at the pole of the 

single spherical model represented by solid lines as the reference. In the frequency-region below 

, PzLRD
cf TMP0 in the doublet-shaped models was about twice (1.8 times) as large as that in the spherical 

model (Fig. 2(A)). The ratio of σn below  for the doublet-shaped model to that for the spherical 

model was about 3.0 (Fig. 2(B)), which was larger than the ratio in P

zLRD
cf

TMP0.  

HERE FIG. 2  

 

     Fig. 3(A) shows the frequency-dependence of σout at the pole of the doublet-shaped models and 

that for the single spherical model. Fig. 3(B) shows the frequency-dependence of σout at the junction 

side, together with σout at the equator of the spherical model as the reference. At the pole shown in Fig. 

3(A), σout in the doublet-shaped model was about twice (2.1 times) as large as that in the spherical 
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model in the frequency-region between  and . At the junction side in Fig. 3(B), 

increase in σ

zLRD
cf zMRD

cf

out took place between  and , and the maximum of σzMRD
cf

zHRD
cf out increased with the 

decrease in Rj. When Rj was small, the maximum of σout at the junction side exceeded that at the pole.  

HERE FIG. 3  

 

     Fig. 4(A) shows the frequency-dependence of Iee at the junction-center, and that at the center of 

the spherical model. Fig. 4(B) compares Iee outside of the junction (0.45Rm, 0, 0) for the 

doublet-shaped models and that for the spherical model at an equivalent position (0.45Rm, 0, –1.1Rm). 

At both inside and outside of the junction, Iee increased with the decrease in Rj in the frequency-region 

between  and .  zMRD
cf

zHRD
cf

HERE FIG. 4  

 

      Fig. 5 shows the dependence of Iee on z along z-axis in the inner phase at the frequencies where 

values of Iee reach the maximum in each of the models: 3, 5.4, and 10 MHz for model-RDj01, -RDj02 

and -RDj04, respectively. This figure shows that Iee increases locally nearby the junction. Similar 

results were obtained in the calculations of Iee in the outer phase at various positions in xy-plane (data 

not shown). 

HERE FIG. 5  

 

 

3.3. Conditions for amplification of field-effects 

     The results of the calculations described in the preceding section, under the condition that the 

external fields were parallel to the long-axis (z-axis) and κa/κi = 10−3, showed that the field-effects 

were amplified dependently on the position and the frequency. The frequency-regions in which the 

effects were amplified were specified by the characteristic frequencies for βz. In addition, the results 

suggest that the effects of Rj on the amplified intensities are classified into two groups: the one in 

which the intensities are independent of Rj as shown in Figs. 2(A), 2(B) and 3(A) or reached to a 
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constant value independent of Rj, and the other in which the intensities increase with the decrease in Rj 

as shown in Figs. 3(B), 4(A) and 4(B). The same situation applied to the amplification of the 

field-effects under the other conditions of κa (κa/κi = 1 and κa/κi = 102) and the field-direction (parallel 

to x-axis) examined in the present study, as described below.  

     The amplification did not take place at frequencies higher than  and  

( ≈ ) irrespective of the κ

zHRD
cf

hHRD
cf

zHRD
cf

hHRD
cf a-values and the field-directions. In this frequency-region, the 

shell-phase is considered to be short-circuited due to its capacitive component, and to cause no 

detectable effects arising from its deformed shape. Hence, if physiological field-effects on the cells in 

separation are observed in this frequency-region, these are attributable to specific interactions between 

molecules and the fields.  

     The PTMP0 and σn were amplified only at the pole under the external fields parallel to the long 

axis (z-axis) at frequencies below  irrespective of the change in κzLRD
cf a. The result with respect to 

PTMP0 is consistent with the simulations for the cell-assemblies connected by the gap-junctions, and is 

attributable to elongated shape of the models along the direction of the external field [11-14]. The high 

threshold  of the frequency-region is dependent on RzLRD
cf j when κa/κi ≥ 1, however, is dependent on 

κa when κa/κi << 1. Under this condition, the shell-phase at the pole is subjected to amplified electrical 

(PTMP0) and mechanical (σn) turbulence that is expected to affect the function of membrane proteins.  

     Amplified σout at the pole (σout[z, P]) was caused under the condition in which the fields were 

parallel to z-axis, κa/κi << 1 and the frequencies were between  and . Since σzLRD
cf zMRD

cf out[z, P] 

was positive, the fields promote elongation of the doublet-shaped cells under this condition.  

     The σout at the junction-side (σout[z, JS]) and Iee at the junction-center (Iee[z, JC]) due to the 

fields parallel to z-axis had the same properties; these were amplified within a frequency-region whose 

low and high thresholds were dependent on Rj and κi, respectively, i.e. between  and  

when κ

zMRD
cf zHRD

cf

a/κi << 1, and between  and  when κzLRD
cf zMRD

cf a/κi ≥ 1. The σout[z, JS] was positive, and 

both σout[z, JS] and Iee[z, JC] increased with the decrease in Rj. The positive σout[z, JS] operates to 
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increase Rj oppositely to the decrease in Rj accompanied by the cell division. The amplified Iee[z, JC] 

causes the amplified production of the Joule heat and the dielectrophoresis due to the gradient of Iee in 

the inner-phase near the junction. These field-effects are expected to affect the cell division, because 

they are amplified with the progress of the cell division. 

     The σout at the junction-side and Iee at the junction-center were amplified also under the fields 

parallel to x-axis. The σout[x, JSy] caused by these fields at (0, Rj, 0) was negative and its absolute 

value increased with the decrease in Rj at frequencies lower than the characteristic frequencies 

dependent on κa, i.e. below  when κhLRD
cf a/κi << 1, and below  when κhHRD

cf a/κi ≥ 1 (  ≈ 

 and   ≈ ). The negative σ

hLRD
cf

zLRD
cf hHRD

cf zHRD
cf out[x, JSy] competes against the positive σout[z, JS] in 

the frequency-region between  and  when κzLRD
cf zMRD

cf a/κi ≥ 1. However, under other conditions 

of the frequency and the conductivity, it operates alone to compress the junction in the direction 

perpendicular to the field-direction. Under the condition that κa/κi ≥ 1, the fields parallel to x-axis 

caused amplified σout[x, JSx] at (Rj, 0, 0) and Iee[x, JC] at the junction-center at frequencies between 

 and . The σhLRD
cf

hHRD
cf out[x, JSx] was negative and its absolute value was about three times as 

large as that at (Rm, 0, 0) in the spherical model subjected to the same external fields. The Iee[x, JC] 

was about three times as large as that at the center of the spherical model.  

     The Iee in the outer medium beside the junction (Iee[z, JO]) was amplified only under the fields 

parallel to z-axis at frequencies between  and  when κzMRD
cf zHRD

cf a/κi << 1. It increased with the 

decrease in Rj. The Joule heat produced by this amplified Iee in the outer medium is considered to be 

much lower than that in the inner phase at the junction-center, because the production of the Joule heat 

in the unit volume and time is a product of Iee and the conductivity, where κa is much smaller than κi. 

Hence, the chief effect of the amplified Iee beside the junction is considered to be the dielectrophoresis 

due to the non-uniformity of Iee caused by the locally amplified Iee close to the junction. 

 

 

3.4. Proposed experimental procedure to examine the significance of amplified field-effects  
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     Physiological effects of electromagnetic fields on biological cells can be detected rather simply 

by measuring the cell division rate [18, 49] and/or the induction of the heat-shock proteins [50]. The 

present study has shown that the field-effects are amplified within specific frequency-regions divided 

by the characteristic frequencies for the polarization factors. This suggests that the significance of the 

amplified field-effects can be examined from the experiments in which the frequencies of the external 

ac fields are changed, as adopted in the previous studies by Glasser and Fuhr [18], and Matsuoka [19]. 

The experimental frequency-range is required to be wide enough so that it includes the characteristic 

frequencies for the polarization factor. Since the characteristic frequencies and the frequency-range in 

which the field-effects are amplified are dependent of the conductivity κa of the outer medium, 

additional experiments by changing κa are expected to provide further information, if these are 

experimentally practicable. The field-direction can be fixed when the specimens are cultured in agar 

plates [51, 52]. Use of temperature-sensitive mutants is expected to enable us to start the cell cycle at a 

required time by changing the temperature [49, 53, 54], and to detect the physiological changes in the 

cells with high sensitivity [55]. 

 

 

4. Conclusion  

     The theoretical calculations in present study showed that the amplitude of transmembrane 

potential PTMP0, the time-averaged normal stress σn and the outward force density σout on the shell 

phase, and the squared intensity Iee of electric fields in the inner and the outer phases induced by 

uniform ac fields were amplified in the doublet shaped cell models, dependently on the direction and 

the frequency of the fields, and the conductivity κa of the outer medium. Some of the field-effects were 

intensified with the decrease in the radius Rj of the junction. These effects are expected to affect the 

processes of the cell division accompanied by the decrease in Rj. The frequency-specific nature of the 

amplified field-effects was consistent with the "windows" with respect to frequency in the 

physiological effects of the fields. The frequency-regions where the field-effects were amplified were 

specified by the characteristic frequencies that characterize the frequency-dependence of the 
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polarization factor of the cell models. Hence, if the characteristic frequencies are obtained from 

separate experiments or theoretical calculations in advance, the significance of the amplified 

field-effects can be examined from the experiments in which the frequency is changed over the 

frequency-region that extends from the characteristic frequency toward low and high frequencies.    

 

 

5. Symbols in the text 

     Letters A and B in subscripts and superscripts are representative of i, a, and s denoting the inner, 

the outer, and the shell phases, respectively. Letters in boldface represent vectors or tensors. 

e00 intensity of external electric field 

e  complex electric field  

e  complex conjugate of e   

BA
n

→e   complex intensity of normal component of electric field in phase-A from phase-B to -A 

BA
n

→e   complex conjugate of   BA
n

→e

BA
t

→e   complex tangential component of electric field in phase-A at the surface of phase-B  

BA
t

→e  complex conjugate of  BA
t

→e

f frequency of external electric field  

LCS
cf  and  HCS

cf

 characteristic frequencies of LCS and HCS  

hLRD
cf  and  hHRD

cf

 characteristic frequencies of hLRD and hHRD  

zLRD
cf ,  and  zMRD

cf
zHRD

cf

 characteristic frequencies of zLRD, zMRD and zHRD  

hLRD and hHRD  

 relaxation terms at low and high frequencies for doublet-shaped model perpendicular  

 to long axis 
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i imaginary unit  

Iee  squared intensity of the induced field; ee ⋅=eeI   

Iee[x, JC]   Iee at the junction-center due to ac fields parallel to x-axis  

Iee[z, JC]   Iee at the junction-center due to ac fields parallel to z-axis  

Iee[z, JO]   Iee beside the junction due to ac fields parallel to z-axis  

LCS and HCS  

 relaxation terms at low and high frequencies for spherical model 

AB
BEMn   unit normal vector directed from phase-A to -B 

BA
MST

→n  unit normal vector directed from phase-B to -A 

ai→n   normal unit vector at surface of models directed from inner to outer phase 

AB
Ap   total complex potential in phase-A at boundary between phase-A and -B  

AB(ele)
Ap   in elements AB

Ap

)1AB(
Ap , )2AB(

Ap  and )3AB(
Ap  

  at apexes of each element AB
Ap

pTMP complex transmembrane potential   

TMPp  complex conjugate of pTMP  

PTMP0   amplitude of TMP  

PTMP0[z, P] PTMP0 at the pole due to ac fields parallel to z-axis  

AB
Aq    in phase-A at boundary between phase-A and -B AB

BEMn⋅∇ψ

AB(ele)
Aq   in elements AB

Aq

)1AB(
Aq , )2AB(

Aq  and )3AB(
Aq  

  at apexes of each element AB
Aq

r(ele)  position vector directed to elements 

r(1), r(2) and r(3)  

 position vectors directed to apexes of each element 
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Rj  radius of junction  

Rm  radius of mother and daughter cells 

T  thickness of shell phase  

BA
n

→T  Maxwell stress tensor (MST) from phase-A to -B 

BA
nn

→T  and    BA
nt

→T

 normal and tangential components of the momentum contained in  BA
n

→T

BA
n

→T , BA
nn

→T , and BA
nt

→T  

 time averages of , , and  BA
n

→T BA
nn

→T BA
nt

→T

u and v variables in the linear shape function 

zLRD, zMRD and zHRD 

 relaxation terms at low, medium and high frequencies for doublet-shaped model  

 parallel to long axis 

β polarization factor of cell model 

βz and βh  components of β parallel and perpendicular to long axis of doublet-shaped cell model 

ε0   permittivity of vacuum  

εi, εa, and εs  relative permittivities of inner, outer, and shell phases  

εi*, εa*, and εs*   

 complex permittivities of inner, outer, and shell phases  

φ0  complex external potential  

κi, κa, and κs  conductivities of inner, outer, and shell phases  

σn time-averaged total normal stress on shell phase 

σn[z, P] σn at the pole due to ac fields parallel to z-axis 

σout time-averaged outward force density on shell phase  

σout[x, JSx] σout at (Rj, 0, 0) due to ac fields parallel to x-axis 

σout[x, JSy] σout at (0, Rj, 0) due to ac fields parallel to x-axis 

σout[z, JS] σout at the junction-side due to ac fields parallel to z-axis 
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σout[z, P] σout at the pole due to ac fields parallel to z-axis 

ω  angular frequency of external electric field; ω = 2πf  

ψ  total complex potential  
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Appendix A. 

     From Eq. (8) in the text, a unit vector n(ele) normal to the element is represented by the following 

relation:  

 

 ( ) (ele)(ele)(ele)(ele)(ele)
vuvu rrrrn ××= , (A1) 

 

where 

 

 )3()1((ele)(ele) / rrrr −=∂∂= uu ,  (A2) 

 

 )3()2((ele)(ele) / rrrr −=∂∂= vv ,  (A3) 

 

The  for the element, , was obtained from nBA
MST

→n B(ele)A
MST

→n (ele) with a relation . 

Since the direction of n

(ele)B(ele)A
MST nn ±=→

(ele) is dependent on the assignment of the index to the nodes decided at the 

stage of data preparations, the sign attached to n(ele) was chosen manually so that the direction 

 might be suitable. B(ele)A
MST

→n

     The  for the element, , is required to satisfy the following relations: BA
t

→e B(ele)A
t

→e
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 ( ) ( ) ( )vupvuupuu ,,dd )AB(ele
A

)AB(ele
A

(ele)B(ele)A
t −+=⋅− → re , (A4) 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )vupvvupvv ,d,d )AB(ele
A

)AB(ele
A

(ele)B(ele)A
t −+=⋅− → re , (A5) 

 

where  and  are given by Eqs. (A2) and (A3), respectively, and  is represented as 

Eq. (9) in the text as the function of u and v. Hence,  is represented as. 

(ele)
ur (ele)

vr AB(ele)
Ap

B(ele)A
t

→e

 

   (A6) B(ele)A
tv

B(ele)A
tu

B(ele)A
t

→→→ += eee

 

where 

 

 
( ) ( )

( )
(ele)

(ele)(ele)2(ele)

(ele))AB(ele
A

(ele))AB(ele
AB(ele)A

tu u

vvuuuv

vvuv

rrr

ruprvp
re

−

∂∂−∂∂
−=→   

      
( ) ( )

( )
(ele)

(ele)(ele)2(ele)

(ele))3AB(
A

)1AB(
A

(ele))3AB(
A

)2AB(
A

u

vvuuuv

vvuv

rrr

rpprpp
r

−

−−−
−= , (A7) 

 

 
( ) ( )

( )
(ele)

(ele)(ele)2(ele)

(ele))AB(ele
A

(ele))AB(ele
AB(ele)A

tv v

vvuuuv

uuuv

rrr

rvprup
re

−

∂∂−∂∂
−=→  

     
( ) ( )

( )
(ele)

(ele)(ele)2(ele)

(ele))3AB(
A

)2AB(
A

(ele))3AB(
A

)1AB(
A

v

vvuuuv

uuuv

rrr

rpprpp
r

−

−−−
−= , (A8) 

 

 , (A9) (ele)(ele)(ele)
vuuvr rr ⋅=

 

 , (A10) (ele)(ele)(ele)
uuuur rr ⋅=
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 . (A11) (ele)(ele)(ele)
vvvvr rr ⋅=

 

     The  for the element, , was obtained from  at the mass-center of the 

element. From Eq. (10) in the text, this is given as 

BA
n

→e B(ele)A
n

→e AB(ele)
Aq

( ) 3/)3AB(
A

)2AB(
A

)1AB(
A qqq ++ . Since 

,  is represented as AB(ele)
BEM

B(ele)A
MST nn −=→ B(ele)A

n
→e

 

 ( ) 3/)3AB(
A

)2AB(
A

)1AB(
A

B(ele)A
n qqqe ++=→ . (A12) 
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Figure Captions 

 

Fig. 1.  

Doublet-shaped cell model used in the present study. The cell interior is covered by the shell-phase of 

uniform thickness T represented by a bold solid line. 

 

Fig. 2. 

Frequency-dependence of (A) the amplitude of the transmembrane potential PTMP0 and (B) the 

time-averaged normal stress σn normalized by the field-intensity e00 at the pole (0, 0, 2.1Rm) of 

model-RDj01 (○) under the condition that the external fields are parallel to the long axis of the models 

(z-axis) and κa/κi = 10−3. Solid lines in (A) and (B) represent PTMP0 and σn at the pole of the spherical 

cell model. Vertical lines zLRD, zMRD1 and zHRD represent the characteristic frequencies for the 

polarization factor of model-RDj01 along z-axis. 

 

Fig. 3. 

Frequency-dependence of the time-averaged outward force densities σout (A) at the pole and (B) at the 

junction side (Rj, 0, 0) normalized by e00 for model-RDj01 (○), -RDj02 (●) and -RDj04 (□), under the 

condition that the external fields are parallel to z-axis and κa/κi = 10−3. Solid lines in (A) and (B) 

represent σout at the pole and the equator of the spherical cell model. Vertical lines zMRD1, zMRD2 

and zMRD4 represent the characteristic frequency of the relaxation term zMRD for model-RDj01, 

-RDj02 and -RDj04, respectively. 

 

Fig. 4. 

Frequency-dependence of the squared intensity of the induced field Iee (A) inside (0, 0, 0) and (B) 

outside (0.45Rm, 0, 0) of the junction normalized by e00 for model-RDj01 (○), -RDj02 (●) and -RDj04 

(□), under the condition that the external fields are parallel to z-axis and κa/κi = 10−3. Solid lines in (A) 

and (B) represent Iee at the center and at an equivalent position in the outer phase for the spherical cell 
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model.  

 

Fig. 5. 

Dependence of Iee on z along z-axis in the inner phase for model-RDj01at 3 MHz (○), -RDj02 at 5.4 

MHz (●) and -RDj04 at 10 MHz (□), under the conditions that the external fields are parallel to z-axis 

and κa/κi = 10−3. 
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